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Incentive Grant Programs
Introduction and
Recommendations

T

exas Education Code §21.357(d), Performance Incentives, directs the commissioner
of education to develop a study on establishing an incentive grant program for all classes
of educators focusing on objective methods for
issuing grants in the areas of student performance,
continuing education, and professional duties performed by teachers in addition to classroom duties.
In the 1980s, incentive programs focused on rewarding teachers for what they did rather than
what students learned. Developed as part of campus accountability systems, incentive programs
initiated in the 1990s reward schools, principals,
and teachers for student learning. Texas was a
leader in both movements. This report provides
background information on the development of
state-sponsored incentive grant programs directed
toward schools and/or individual educators nationwide and provides an update on the status of performance incentive programs in other states. The
report also presents an overview of Texas policy
related to performance incentives directed toward
individuals and schools. A discussion of policy issues related to the administration of incentive grant
programs at the state level is drawn from the literature as well as from experience administering
such programs in Texas.

Recommendations

mance goals and to assure awards are
based on school-wide achievement on
multiple indicators.
1.2

Base monetary awards on gains in
student performance to complement
the AEIS ratings system, which focuses
on meeting performance standards, and
recognize efforts of campuses that
achieve high gains with diverse student
populations.

1.3

Apply a stable set of criteria for award
eligibility from year to year and inform
schools in advance of the criteria on
which awards will be based.

Issue 2: Should monetary awards be directed toward schools, classes of educators, or individual
educators?
2.1

Provide monetary awards to schools
rather than individual educators, even if
the money will ultimately be distributed
to individuals, to avoid an additional
data burden in administering the
program.

2.2

Provide monetary awards to all professional staff on award campuses rather
than a single person or class of educators to foster collaboration at the
campus level.

2.3

Base awards on performance criteria
related to the campus rather than
criteria related to individuals.

2.4

Make determinations of eligibility for
individual monetary awards at the
district or campus level where individual
employment records are maintained.

The report concludes with recommendations in
response to the following three policy questions.
Issue 1: What criteria should be used to identify
award recipients?
1.1

Link performance incentive awards to
the Academic Excellence Indicator
System (AEIS) in order to provide
schools with a consistent set of perfor-
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Issue 3: What percentage of schools or educators
should receive awards and how much state money
should be appropriated to award programs?
3.1

Fund a school-based performance
incentive program at a sufficient level to
reward 25 percent of professional
educators annually with awards of $750
per person.

3.2

Conduct a biennial evaluation of the
performance incentive program.

Draft legislation implementing these recommendations appears in Appendix A.

Background
Throughout the twentieth century policymakers
and administrators have tried to improve education through the use of incentives. The first attempt at a teacher incentive plan was merit pay.
The first merit pay plan was in Newton, Massachusetts in 1908 (Cramer, 1983b). By 1918, fortyeight percent of all American schools were using
some form of merit pay system. However, the
numbers began to drop off in the 1920s and continued to decline until the Soviets launched Sputnik in October 1957. This event led to a great
push to improve the quality of both education
and educators. Merit pay came back into vogue
but only for a short time and was rarely tried in
the 1970s and 1980s.
In 1983 the U.S. Department of Education released
A Nation at Risk, a report that outlined the state of
American education and recommended that
teacher pay and continued employment be tied
to performance. Using the findings of this report,
various state governments began to implement
new incentive programs focused on individual
teachers.
The first incentive programs were revivals of merit
pay systems and included the creation of career
ladders. Career ladders created different levels of
achievement for teachers. The criteria to reach a
higher level on the career ladder included graduate or postgraduate education, taking on additional professional responsibilities, classroom per-
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formance, student progress, and peer or administrator evaluations. Most of these plans were shortlived due to changes in or lack of funding, unfeasible evaluation systems, lack of support among
teachers, disagreement about what criteria should
be used, and distrust for the system and evaluators (Clotfelter, 1996; Cornett & Gaines, 1994;
Cramer, 1983b; Murnane & Cohen, 1986; Odden
& Kelley, 1997). Arizona, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa,
Missouri, New York, Ohio, Tennessee, and Utah
have career ladder/level systems currently in place.
Arizona, in particular, has been committed to the
career ladder program since 1984. The Arizona
program has gone through many revisions: making participation voluntary, changing evaluation
criteria, and passing some of the costs to the local
level to save state money (Arizona Department of
Education, 1998; Cornett & Gaines, 1992; 1994).
Other states, such as Alaska, authorize career ladders but do not mandate them.
Another incentive program started in the 1980s
was the mentor teacher program (Cornett &
Gaines, 1992; 1994). This program served two
purposes. First, it provided assistance and support to new teachers. Second, it provided experienced teachers who served as mentors monetary
bonuses for the mentorship work and responsibilities. In 1994, 23 states had mentor programs;
the programs were funded in 9 states. (Arkansas,
California, Connecticut, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho,
Indiana, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, New Jersey, New Mexico, New
York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Dakota,
Texas, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, and
Wisconsin had mentor teacher programs in 1994.)
Until 1994-95 Texas school districts were required
to assign mentor teachers to all beginning teachers; this mandate was not funded by the state (19
TAC §149.22, 1992). In 1995 the Texas legislature established a State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) to regulate the certification, continuing education, and standards of public school
educators (TEC §21.031). In 1996, SBEC restored
the provision requiring that beginning teachers
who do not have prior teaching experience be assigned a mentor teacher (19 TAC §230.610).
Teachers providing professional guidance as mentor educators can count up to six hours a year of
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mentoring toward the continuing professional
education requirement for certificate renewal (19
TAC §232.860).
The state-funded mentor teacher programs varied in how they were administered by the states
and how funding flowed to districts. Participation by California districts in the mentor teacher
program was optional, but for participating districts the state allocated funds to provide stipends
for up to 5 percent of eligible teachers, plus funds
to cover district program administration costs. In
Louisiana the mentor teacher program was one of
several instructional enhancement programs parish school systems could choose to implement with
state funds. Minnesota’s mentor teacher program
was funded by competitive grants.
School districts in Indiana and Pennsylvania were
required to have mentor teacher programs.
Indiana’s program was state funded. There were
no earmarked state funds in Pennsylvania but districts could use formula funds for the programs.
The California mentor teacher program provided
$4,000 stipends to teachers serving as mentors
and $2,000 per mentor to districts to cover program administration costs. In contrast, Indiana
provided $600 stipends plus $200 per mentor to
districts.
In California mentors were selected locally by committees composed of a majority of teachers. Georgia teachers had to complete a certification endorsement program to become mentors; Louisiana required a Master’s degree and 10 years of
teaching experience. Many programs included
provisions for professional development for mentors; in Minnesota the state provided training and
professional development.
School reform in the 1990s saw a shift in emphasis. Rather than focusing on individual teachers as
the source of educational success or failure, student achievement was determined to be the responsibility of entire schools and districts (Cornett
& Gaines, 1997; Massell, Kirst & Hoppe, 1997;
Texas Education Agency, 1996a; Van de Water &
Zradicka, 1997). Within the schools, individual
teachers could be rewarded, but more and more
states moved toward rewarding schools and dis-
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Mentoring
All of the first year teachers participating in a study of Texas teacher preparation programs reported needing to
rely on veteran teachers in their schools
for information and advice (TEA,
1996c). Mentoring arrangements provided for these teachers ranged from
no official mentor being assigned to
the teacher to a formal induction program provided jointly by a local university and school district. However,
none of the teachers in the study who
served as mentors was compensated
for taking on this additional responsibility.
Teachers in the study who reported
having strong mentoring and/or induction support received high marks
for classroom performance. Their
classes seemed paced most appropriately, with high rates of learner engagement and orderly sequences of
activities, and the teachers frequently
praised or affirmed student performance.

tricts. These new reward programs were often
developed as part of larger school accountability
systems.
Under state-administered school accountability
systems, schools and districts are held accountable for student achievement, school improvement, and fiscal affairs. States have created systems either to reward or sanction districts and
schools for their results in these areas. Rewards
typically come in four forms: monetary awards,
public recognition, waivers, and deregulation
(Clotfelter & Ladd, 1996; Fuhrman & Elmore,
1995; King, 1996; King & Mathers, 1997). Sanctions typically include school reorganization, redirection of resources, financial penalties, loss of
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accreditation, school choice, change or dismissal
of staff, school closing, intervention of the state or
other education officials, and district annexation
or takeover (Cornett & Gaines, 1994; 1997). In
Texas the Academic Excellence Indicator System
(AEIS), which had its origins in 1984 with the annual performance reporting requirements of House
Bill 72 (68th Texas Legislature, 6th Called Session),
evolved into an integrated accountability system
used to generate district and campus ratings, eligibility for rewards, performance reports to districts and campuses, and school report cards for
distribution to parents (TEA, 1996a).
Along with greater local accountability has come
greater local control (Cornett & Gaines, 1997;
Florida Commission on Education Reform and Accountability, 1998e; Florida Department of Education, 1998c; Henry, 1996; Ladd, 1996). An outgrowth of this 1990s move to school site-based
responsibility was a transfer of educational control from the state to the local school district level.
While state legislatures set education standards,
many allowed, or even required, districts and/or
schools to create their own plans to meet those
standards. Texas is one of at least 15 states that
has been actively moving toward this form of decentralized education, providing greater local
control. (Other states moving toward decentralized education systems are California, Colorado,
Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Kansas, Maryland, Michigan, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, and Wyoming. New Hampshire’s education
system always has been decentralized.) Part of
this control is given to local committees. The committees serve a variety of purposes, including creation of improvement plans, implementation of
incentive programs, on-site management, evaluation of a school’s progress, and disbursement of
monetary rewards.
In Texas the campus site-based decision-making
committee assists the principal in developing a
campus improvement plan that sets out campus
performance objectives based on the AEIS. Following release of the AEIS report, the campus sitebased decision-making committee is required to
hold at least one public meeting to discuss the
performance of the campus and the campus performance objectives. The campus committee is
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also charged with determining use of performance
award money.

Performance Incentive
Programs
Performance incentive programs are in place in
14 states (ECS, 1997a). The programs are funded
in 12 states. Typically part of larger school accountability systems, these programs provide
monetary awards to schools that meet established
standards for performance or performance gains.
As Table 1 shows, Texas is one of ten states with
funded programs that provide monetary incentive awards to schools; districts receive monetary
awards in the other two states. Most performance
incentive programs are designed to reward performance gains.
States typically put few restrictions on expenditure of award money and give school committees
responsibility for determining how awards will be
spent. The most common restriction imposed by
states is to prohibit use of award money for salaries or bonuses. Three states, however, target
educators by giving them a stronger voice in how
the award money will be spent and by removing
restrictions on use of award money for salary bonuses. In Georgia, Kentucky, and North Carolina
the amount of the award each school receives is
based on the number of targeted staff in the
school. In Georgia and Kentucky this is certified
staff while North Carolina also includes teacher
aides. In all three states the targeted class of educators at each school decides whether to spend
the school award for bonuses or other purposes.
The states that target educators provide some of
the larger school awards, ranging from $1,000 to
$2,300 per certified staff member at award
schools. This is in contrast to states such as Indiana, New Jersey, and Texas where schools may
receive awards of $500 or less.
In addition to programs at the state level, the federal government offers incentives for improved
school performance. Federal grants are available
in the areas of student performance and achievement, pre-service and professional development
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TABLE 1. STATE PERFORMANCE INCENTIVE PROGRAMS
State

Purpose/Criteria

Awards

Connecticut

Districts demonstrating
improvement receive awards.

Awards of at least $500 per district No state restrictions. Local school
based on amount of gains and
board determines how award will
number of students.
be spent.

Florida

Districts receive awards under five
different programs each of which
focuses on a specific indicator.
(A new recognition program for
schools has not been funded.)

Award amounts vary. A total of
$75 million was appropriated for
performance incentive programs
in 1997-98.

No state restrictions.
(The unfunded school recognition
program designates that awards
are for staff bonuses.)

Georgia

Schools achieving improvement
goals receive awards.

Award amount is $2,000 per
certified staff member.

Certified personnel determine
whether award money will be
spent for salary bonuses or school
improvement.

Illinois

The performance incentive
program exists in statute but has
not been funded.

Indiana

Schools exhibiting relative
improvement in two of five areas
receive awards.

Awards of $400 - $16,500 per
school in 1995-96.

State prohibits expenditure for
athletics, salaries, or salary
bonuses.

Kentucky

Schools that show progress over a
two-year period receive awards.

Awards averaged $1,100 - $2,300
per staff member in 1996-97.

State prohibits expenditure for
increases in base salaries. Certified
staff determines whether to spend
award for salary bonuses or other
purposes.

Maryland

Elementary and middle schools
demonstrating significant
improvement over a two-year
period receive awards.

Awards of $25,000 - $50,000 per
school in 1996-97.

State prohibits expenditure for
salary bonuses, increases in base
pay, or to replace funds in the
regular budget. School
improvement teams determine
how awards will be spent.

New Jersey

Schools with identifiable
specializations or innovative
practices and high student
performance apply for awards
through their districts.

Awards of $500 and $1,000 per
school in 1995-96.

Awards must be used to expand a
recognized program or replicate
that program in another school.

New Mexico

Schools demonstrating
performance gains receive
monetary awards; those
demonstrating high performance
receive recognition.

Awards of $6-7 per student with a
minimum of $1,000 per school in
1997-98, the first year for the
program.

State prohibits expenditure for
salaries or bonuses. School
committees determine how
awards will be spent.

North Carolina

Schools achieving exemplary
growth standards receive awards.

Awards average $1,000 per
certified staff and $500 per
teaching aide.

No state restrictions. Award
money may be spent for either
salary bonuses or other purposes.
Decision is outlined in school
improvement plan and voted on
by certified staff and teaching
aides.

Pennsylvania

Schools that show improvement
on statewide test results or in
attendance and graduation rates
will receive awards beginning in
1998.

Schools will receive awards of $4 - At least 50% of the award must be
$35 per student based on the level spent on the instructional
of gains.
program, including staff
development; up to 25% may be
spent on teacher rewards. School
committees determine how to
spend the awards.

South Carolina

Schools achieving high
performance standards or
significant gains in performance
receive awards. Districts also
receive awards if at least twothirds of the schools receive
awards.

Awards of $2,500 - $72,000 per
school in 1996-97. Awards of
$10,000 - $30,000 per district
based on number of students.

State prohibits expenditures for
salaries or salary bonuses. School
improvement councils determine
how to spend school awards;
districts determine how to spend
district awards.

Texas

Schools achieving high
performance standards or
significant gains in performance
receive awards. (A second
program to make grants based on
performance gains has not been
funded.)

Awards of $500 - $5,000 per
school based on number of
students in 1996-97.

State prohibits expenditures for
athletics or to replace funds in the
regular budget. School site-based
decision-making committees
determine how awards will be
spent.

Washington

The performance incentive
program exists in statute but has
not been funded.
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Restrictions
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for teachers, staff development, technology, dropout rates, innovation, and reading. The private
sector also provides incentive programs for education. For example, Motorola awards grants in
the areas of mathematics, science, parental involvement, education environments, and programs that reach out to under-represented populations. The National Environmental Education and
Training Foundation supports programs dealing
with environmental issues, AT&T supports innovative technology programs in schools, and the
Milken Family Foundation sponsors the National
Educator Awards (TEA, 1996c). These are just a
few of the incentive programs offered by the private sector.

Texas Policy Overview
Texas Teacher Career Ladder
The Texas Teacher Career Ladder, in place from
1984-85 to 1992-93, provided salary supplements
ranging from $1,500 to $6,000 to teachers at level
two or higher on the career ladder (TEC §16.057,
1986). Career ladder supplements were derived
through state foundation school program (FSP)
funding as a separate allotment based on district
average daily attendance (TEC §16.158, 1986).
Teacher evaluations under the Texas Teacher Appraisal System (TTAS) and career ladder placement
decisions were made by the employing district.
Districts also had some flexibility in determining
the amount of the salary supplement that teachers would receive if the FSP career ladder allotment did not fully fund the program. Advancement on the career ladder was based on classroom
performance, evaluated through the TTAS; meeting specified professional development requirements; and years of experience at the prior level
(TEC Chapter 13 Subchapter E, 1986). In addition, teachers on level four of the career ladder
would be required to perform additional duties
two out of every three years. Extra duties included
supervising student teachers; acting as a team
leader, mentor, or department chair; conducting
advanced academic training; and assessing level
four candidates. The career ladder program was
abolished before level four was implemented.
Legislation abolishing the career ladder in 1993
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stipulated that teachers would continue to receive
salary supplements earned while the program was
in place.
In 1992-93, the last year the career ladder was
authorized in statute, 132,855 teachers were reported on levels two and three of the career ladder. The career ladder allotment had increased
from $50 per student the first year of the program
to $90 per student, or $291 million in 1992-93.
Like other FSP allotments, the career ladder allotment was funded by both state and local revenues.

Principal Performance
Incentive Program
Legislation passed in 1995 included provisions for
a Principal Performance Incentive (PPI) program
(TEC §21.357). This statute required that the
award program focus on campus performance
gain and not include subjective criteria. Maximum
awards of $5,000 would go directly to principals.
An appropriation of $5 million was to be distributed during the second year of the biennium; an
advisory committee of principals appointed by the
governor met during the first year of the biennium to advise the Texas Education Agency (TEA)
on award criteria.
Distribution of awards under the PPI program was
delayed pending resolution of a number of issues
related to the awards, including federal income
tax liability and contributions and credit under the
Teacher Retirement System of Texas. Legislation
was passed during the 1997 legislative session
prohibiting TEA from distributing the $5 million
appropriated the previous session for the PPI program. Amendments to the Principal Performance
Incentive statute required that the award be distributed to the school rather than the principal,
and that the campus-level decision-making committee determine use of the money. New legislation also called for a study on establishing an incentive grant program for all classes of educators
before the next legislative session. The $5 million
appropriation was carried forward to fund incentive programs during the 1997-98/1998-99 biennium. However, the PPI program was not funded.
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Texas Successful Schools
Award System
From 1990 through 1995, and beginning again
in 1997, Texas provided monetary awards to campuses demonstrating the highest levels of sustained success or substantial gains in student academic performance. The school incentive award
system began as the Governor’s Educational Excellence Awards Committee in 1990. Two years
later it was moved to TEA as the Texas Successful
Schools Awards System, or TSSAS. During the time
the TSSAS program has been at TEA, the total
amount available for awards has varied from a high
of $20 million a year to $2.5 million a year.
The TSSAS system was designed to comply with
statutory requirements, which have not changed
substantively since the 1994 awards, when schools
demonstrating sustained success were first recognized. (In prior years awards went only to schools
showing improvement in academic performance.)
The following laws relating to TSSAS are currently
located in Chapter 39 of the Texas Education Code.
◆

The TSSAS criteria must include consideration
of performance on the academic excellence indicators and each school’s performance shall be
compared to state standards and to its previous
performance (TEC §39.093).

◆

Awards are to go to schools with the highest
levels of sustained success or the greatest improvement (TEC §39.092).

◆

Monetary awards are to be based on an
amount per pupil, subject to limits on the total amount that goes to any one school (TEC
§39.092).

◆

Monetary awards cannot be used for any purpose related to athletics or to substitute for or
replace funds already in the regular budget (TEC
§39.094).

◆

The campus site-based decision-making committee is charged with determining use of the
monetary award (TEC §39.094).

Since 1994 the TSSAS awards have been linked to
the Academic Excellence Indicator System (AEIS),
an accountability system that integrates district
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accreditation status, campus ratings, district and
campus recognition for high performance and
performance improvement, and campus, district,
and state level reports. Although the TSSAS statute has not changed since 1994, award criteria
have evolved as a function of changes in the AEIS.
As new indicators and measures became available
they were incorporated into the TSSAS criteria.
TSSAS has multiple award categories. Some years
the award categories have been mutually exclusive, other years they have not. Some years monetary award amounts for the different categories
have differed; in recent years they have been the
same. The first three years TSSAS was administered by TEA there were acknowledgment categories that did not receive monetary awards.
Award categories for the 1997 TSSAS awards were
exemplary performance, recognized performance,
and performance improvement. Campuses rated
Exemplary in the accountability system automatically received a TSSAS award for exemplary performance. Campuses rated Recognized in the accountability system automatically received a TSSAS
award for recognized performance. Campuses
rated Acceptable in the accountability system were
eligible for awards if they met additional standards
on criteria for performance gains. Low-performing campuses are not eligible for TSSAS awards.
In 1997 performance gains awards were based
on a new measure of comparable improvement.
The comparable improvement measure depends
on campus comparison groups, which are constructed on the basis of dominant demographic
characteristics of the campus student body. Characteristics used in constructing the groups are student ethnicity, socioeconomic status, limited English proficiency, and mobility.
Within each campus comparison group, the comparable improvement measure is based on analysis of growth on the Texas Learning Index (TLI).
The TLI is a measure developed to assess a
student’s progress across grades on the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS) reading and
mathematics tests. TAAS, the state’s criterionreferenced test, focuses on students’ higher order
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thinking and problem-solving skills. The reading
and mathematics tests are administered to students statewide in Grades 3-8 and 10. Campuses
rated Acceptable that were ranked in the top 25
percent of their comparison group on the comparable improvement measure for both TAAS reading and mathematics received performance gains
awards.

shown on Table 2. In 1993, a total award amount
of $20 million was distributed to 507 campuses,
compared to $10 million distributed to 139 campuses in 1992. In 1994 and 1995 the number of
campuses receiving awards was even larger although the total award amount was only $5 million per year. In 1997 awards totaling $2.5 million were distributed to 2,668 campuses.

In 1997 schools receiving monetary awards for
exemplary or recognized performance, or performance gains, were eligible to apply for an additional monetary award for effective and innovative approaches to increasing the number of parents or guardians attending parent-teacher conferences. This award category was added to the
TSSAS program for 1997 and 1998 through a rider
to the biennial appropriations bill.

TSSAS awards based on 1997 ratings were presented to 44 percent of the 6,046 campuses rated
under the standard accountability system. Eleven
percent of campuses received awards for Exemplary performance, 27 percent received awards for
Recognized performance, and 6 percent received
performance gains awards. The schools receiving performance gains awards represent 10 percent of the schools rated Acceptable.

TSSAS Award Recipients

Schools receiving 1997 TSSAS awards differed
based on the type of award received, as shown
on Table 3. Campuses with the following characteristics were overrepresented among the 683
campuses receiving accountability ratings and

Both the total amount of money awarded and the
number of campuses receiving monetary awards
under TSSAS increased from 1992 to 1993, as

TABLE 2. TEXAS SUCCCESSFUL SCHOOLS AWARD SYSTEM
1992

1993

1994

1995

1997

Monetary Awards for
High Performance*

0

0

580

1,237

2,300

Monetary Awards for
Performance Gains

139

507

391

400

368

Total Schools Receiving
Monetary Awards

139

507

971

1,637

2,668

681

950

435

0

0

Total Schools Receiving
Awards/Acknowledgments **

736

1,289

1,312

1,637

2,668

Award Amounts per School

$25,000 $175,000

$10,000 $150,000

$250 $30,000

$1,000 $10,000

$500 $5,000

Total Amount Awarded

$10 million $20 million $5 million

$5 million

$2.5
million

Non-monetary

* Some high performing schools would have been eligible for TSSAS monetary awards for performance gains.
** Some schools received both monetary awards and non-monetary acknowledgments.
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TABLE 3. CHARACTERISTICS OF CAMPUSES RECEIVING
1997 TSSAS AWARDS
Exemplary

Recognized

Performance Gains

Elementary campuses Fairly evenly
overrepresented
distributed across
campus types

Middle school/junior
high and high school
campuses
overrepresented

Very small campuses
overrepresented (less
than 200 students)

Medium and small
campuses
overrepresented (less
than 600 students)

Large campuses
overrepresented
(more than 600
students)

Suburban districts
overrepresented

Rural districts
overrepresented

Urban districts
overrepresented

Campuses with few
economically
disadvantaged
students
overrepresented

Fairly evenly
distributed across
campuses by student
socioeconomic status

Campuses with many
economically
disadvantaged
students
overrepresented

TSSAS awards for Exemplary performance: elementary grade levels, very small, suburban, and few
economically disadvantaged students. The 1,617
campuses receiving accountability ratings and
TSSAS awards for Recognized performance were
more evenly distributed by campus type and socioeconomic level of students, but did include a
disproportionate number of medium to small
schools and rural schools. The 368 campuses receiving accountability ratings of Acceptable and
TSSAS awards for performance gains included a
disproportionate number of campuses with the following characteristics: secondary grade levels,
large, urban, and large percentages of students
who are economically disadvantaged.

TSSAS Award Expenditures
The TSSAS money provides schools with a much
greater degree of latitude for spending than is the
case with other budgeted funds. As noted earlier,
the campus site-based decision-making committee determines use of the award money. The law
states that campuses should give priority to aca-
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demic enhancement purposes and protects the
money from being used to replace funds already
in the campus budget. The only restriction on
use of the award money is that it cannot be used
for any purpose related to athletics.
Information about award expenditures was collected through surveys mailed following administration of the 1992 and 1993 awards. Survey results and data on school and district characteristics available from TEA were used for an analysis
of 1992 and 1993 TSSAS award expenditures
(Hargrove, 1994).
In 1992 and 1993, award amounts per campus
had some influence on the types of expenditures
that were made by schools, as shown on Table 4
on page 10. Schools receiving the higher-dollar
1992 and 1993 performance gain awards, which
ranged from $25,000 to $175,000 per campus in
1992 and $30,000 to $150,000 in 1993, spent
more than one-third of the award money on purchases of computers and other technology-related
hardware. In contrast, schools receiving the
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smaller 1993 performance gain outstanding effort
awards, which ranged from $10,000 to $25,000
per campus, spent relatively more on instructional
materials and less on technology-related materials. It is possible that the lower award amount
received by these schools allowed less freedom to
purchase technology hardware.

percentages of minority students and lower percentages of students passing all TAAS tests — characteristics that may indicate situations of disadvantage at the schools. Campuses that spent
TSSAS award money for items that are usually covered by a school or district’s budget such as instructional materials, school/office furniture or
equipment, and professional development, had
relatively higher enrollments, population densities,
cost of education indices, operating costs per pupil, and average teacher salaries — characteristics

In 1993, campuses that spent TSSAS award money
on special incentive programs for teachers or students and school/community relations had higher

TABLE 4. 1993 AND 1992 TSSAS MONETARY AWARD USE CATEGORIES
BY PLANNED/ACTUAL EXPENDITURE AMOUNTS
Categories Ranked by 1993 Gain
Award Expenditures

Planned/Actual Expenditure

Percent of Total Awarded

1993
Gain*

1993
Effort*

1992
Gain**

1993
Gain*

1993
Effort*

1992
Gain**

1) Technology (hardware)

$5,679,226

$404,106

$3,230,180

36.0%

24.0%

36.0%

2) Instructional materials

$2,446,685

$412,345

$1,448,270

16.0%

25.0%

16.0%

3) Funds uncommitted, in reserve

$2,398,607

$116,347

$1,141,280

15.0%

7.0%

13.0%

4) Technology (software)

$1,238,596

$127,621

$ 691,277

7.9%

7.7%

7.7%

5) School/office furniture/equipment

$ 917,644

$142,369

$ 505,437

5.8%

8.6%

5.7%

6) General enhancement to school

$ 580,294

$ 64,351

$ 317,504

3.7%

3.9%

3.5%

7) Professional development

$ 563,198

$ 98,157

$ 373,929

3.6%

5.9%

4.2%

8) Other/miscellaneous

$ 556,676

$ 63,155

$ 342,368

3.5%

3.8%

3.8%

9) Future enhancements

$ 411,345

$ 41,187

$ 446,478

2.6%

2.5%

5.0%

10) Student incentive programs

$ 314,349

$106,841

$ 139,819

2.0%

6.5%

1.6%

11) Direct student rewards

$ 176,762

$ 26,749

$ 123,740

1.1%

1.6%

1.4%

12) Teacher incentive programs

$ 168,250

$ 25,996

$

50,252

1.1%

1.6%

0.56%

13) Redirection of award funds

$ 136,794

$

6,644

$

85,148

0.87%

0.40%

0.95%

14) School/community relations

$

99,506

$ 18,059

$

42,660

0.63%

1.1%

0.48%

15) Direct teacher rewards

$

64,955

$

$

6,775

0.41%

0.05%

0.08%

850

Data source: TEA, Office of Policy Planning and Technology Services, Survey of Monetary Award Expenditures,
1992 and 1993 Texas Successful Schools Award System (TSSAS).
*1993 Performance Gain Award and Performance Gain Outstanding Effort Award data from 483 of 507 schools
receiving a total of $20,041,006. Some expenditures include planned rather than actual amounts; results may not
total 100% due to rounding. Each percent expenditure represents approximately $200,410; for example, 36% for
Technology (hardware) is equivalent to about 7.2 million dollars.
**1992 Performance Gain Award data from 137 of 139 schools receiving a total of $9,950,020. Some expenditures include planned rather than actual amounts; results may not total 100% due to rounding. Each percent
expenditure represents approximately $99,500; for example, 36% for Technology (hardware) is equivalent to
about 3.6 million dollars.
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that may indicate high demands on school and
district resources.
The TSSAS statute does not restrict schools from
spending the award on continuing education or
to reward teachers for professional duties performed in addition to classroom duties. However,
expenditures for professional development ranked
seventh among categories of expenditures for
TSSAS awards in 1992-93. About 3.6 percent of
gain awards and 5.9 percent of effort awards were
spent for professional development. Expenditure
of TSSAS awards for teacher incentive programs
and direct teacher rewards accounted for less than
2 percent of 1992-93 award money. Comparable
information on expenditure of TSSAS awards for
later years is not available.

Policy Issues
and Recommendations
Issue 1: What criteria should be used to identify award recipients?
There are a number of policy issues associated with
selecting criteria to identify recipients of performance incentive awards: whether high performance or performance gains will be rewarded, the
breadth and depth of the education system represented by the indicators used as criteria, equity
in comparing academic performance of a diverse
set of schools, and stability of the criteria and performance incentive program over time.
High Performance vs. Performance Gains. State
accountability systems, and the reward systems
associated with them, are built on performance
indicators. Oakes (1986, p.1) defines an educational indicator as “a statistic about the educational
system that reveals something about its performance or health.” The most emphasized type of
performance indicators in school accountability
systems and incentive reward programs have been
those based on student performance (Cornett &
Gaines, 1994; 1997; Elmore, Abelmann &
Fuhrman, 1996; Florida Commission on Education
Reform and Accountability, 1998d; King, 1996;
Massell, Kirst & Hoppe, 1997). This is usually
measured by scores on standardized tests.
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TEA developed a set of minimum requirements
for a statistic to be included as an indicator in AEIS,
on which existing performance incentive programs
are based, from research regarding performance
indicators (TEA,1996a):
◆

It must generally be viewed as a measure of
student/institutional excellence and equity.

◆

It must be quantifiable.

◆

It must have a standard definition.

◆

It must be reliable.

◆

It must be valid.

◆

It must be reported to the agency in a
standardized format.

Two types of measures meet these requirements
— measures of achievement and measures of improvement. Improvement can be measured using either a cross-sectional or longitudinal
methodology. With a cross-sectional methodology, average performance of students in one year
is compared to average performance of students
in the same grade the prior year. With a crosssectional comparison, the performance of two different groups of students is being compared.
Required Improvement in the Texas accountability rating system is a cross-sectional measure of
improvement. With a longitudinal methodology,
each student’s performance in one year is compared to his or her performance the prior year.
With a longitudinal comparison, the performance
of the same students at two different times is being compared. Comparable Improvement is a longitudinal measure of improvement based on the
TLI. A longitudinal measure gives a better indication of the “value added” by schools to student
performance (King & Mathers, 1997).
In 1988 Texas teachers, principals, superintendents, and school board members were surveyed
about their opinions regarding performance incentive programs (TEA, 1989). Respondents expressed support for rewarding both high levels of
student performance and significant improvement
in performance. A majority of each of the four
groups and over 60 percent of teachers and principals supported this option. About 28 percent of
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the respondents thought only improvement
should be rewarded.

4, 8 and 10 that requires the student to provide a
writing sample in response to a prompt.

Following release of the Principal Performance Incentive (PPI) program criteria in 1996, the program was criticized for failing to recognize high
performance as well as performance gains — the
same criticism that led to a 1993 change in the
Texas Successful Schools Award System (TSSAS)
statute. The criticism of the accountability rating
system to which these programs are linked is that
it acknowledges high performance but does not
distinguish between those Acceptable schools that
are improving their performance and those that
are simply maintaining an Acceptable rating. Of
the 6,053 campuses receiving 1998 ratings on
August 1, 3,320 or 55 percent were rated Acceptable. If those campuses had been rated on the
more stringent 1999 criteria, 4,301 or 70 percent
would have received ratings of Acceptable.

Other performance indicators being used by states
include dropout rates, student or teacher attendance, class size, teacher-student ratio, faculty
qualifications, and fiscal responsibility. Promotion
rates, graduation rates, and student preparedness
for work or college are used by some states as well
(Clotfelter & Ladd, 1996; Cornett & Gaines, 1994;
1997). In addition, Hawaii has an incentive program that rewards principals for each five years
they spend in a single school (Cornett & Gaines,
1994). Reports indicate these criteria are not without problems (Elmore, Abelmann & Fuhrman,
1996). However, the fact that states are searching for performance indicators in addition to standardized tests displays an understanding of the
need to consider other evaluation criteria (King &
Mathers, 1997).

As Table 2 on page 8 shows, the number of schools
receiving TSSAS awards for performance gains has
remained fairly constant since 1994. However,
the number of schools receiving TSSAS awards for
high performance almost quadrupled as the number of schools receiving accountability ratings of
Exemplary or Recognized increased from 971 in
1994 to 2,668 in 1997.

A reward program can be defined broadly to recognize school-wide achievement on multiple
indicators, such as the TSSAS and PPI programs,
or narrowly to focus on achievement in a specific
area. Florida currently has five performance incentive programs, each of which rewards districts
for performance on a single indicator or performance in one program area such as vocational
education or dropout prevention. A recent legislative study of the Florida system concluded that
the incentive program should be structured so that
all districts can compete for rewards (Florida Legislature, 1998). This can be accomplished by eliminating restrictions based on district characteristics,
such as incentive programs for rural districts, and
by incorporating student demographic data into
the methodology so that districts are not excluded
due to their student populations. This study also
recommended directing incentives toward educational programs that most need improvement.

Scope. Scope refers to the extent to which a set
of performance indicators represent the breadth
and depth of the education system they are designed to measure. Use of standardized test scores
as performance indicators has been criticized as
focusing too narrowly on a segment of the curriculum (Clotfelter & Ladd, 1996; Kelley,
Milanowski & Heneman, 1998; King & Mathers,
1997). Some states are trying to move away from
reliance on standardized multiple choice tests as
the only performance indicators. Kentucky has
tried to put greater emphasis on thinking and writing skills. For example, some items on mathematics tests require written explanations of answers
to problems (King & Mathers, 1997). Like Kentucky, the Florida Writes! program attempts to encourage and assess skills that go beyond multiple
choice tests (Cornett & Gaines, 1994; Florida Department of Education, 1998i). In Texas the TAAS
testing program includes a writing test at grades
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Equity. Rewards based on direct comparisons of
districts or schools with substantially different demographic characteristics can call into question
the equity of a reward system (TEA, 1996a). Educators have rejected the option of setting differential expectations for campuses based on student
demographics. However, some states take into
account socioeconomic status and other factors
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in determining gains or ranking schools for rewards. South Carolina takes into consideration
the percentage of students approved for free or
reduced-price lunches, readiness for first grade,
and the median years of education of teachers
(Clotfelter & Ladd, 1996). Schools are then placed
into one of five groups and compete for rewards
within those groups.
The comparable improvement measures used to
determine eligibility for TSSAS awards in Texas
depend on campus comparison groups. Student
characteristics used to construct the comparable
improvement campus comparison groups include
socioeconomic status, ethnicity, limited English
proficiency, and mobility. As Table 5 on page 14
shows, the comparable improvement measure
succeeds in creating a ranking that evenly distributes campuses according to student demographics such as socioeconomic status, race/ethnicity,
and mobility; teacher demographics such as race/
ethnicity, average salaries, and education and experience; and campus characteristics such as size
and grade levels. This means campuses that rank
high on gains are representative of campuses
across the state.
A measure of absolute gain ranks campuses based
on comparison of gains across the state rather than
within campus comparison groups. An example
of such a measure would be a ranking based on
TLI gains. In a ranking based solely on absolute
gains, campuses with high percentages of economically disadvantaged and minority students
would be overrepresented among high gain campuses. Use of a measure of absolute gain would
be appropriate if a goal of the performance incentive program is to recognize those campuses that
achieve high gains with diverse student populations that include student groups that traditionally demonstrate lower performance. Because ratings produced under the accountability rating system for Texas public schools rely heavily on meeting performance standards rather than performance gains, small homogeneous campuses with
few economically disadvantaged students are
overrepresented among campuses receiving the
Exemplary rating. A performance incentive program based on absolute gain could provide balance to that system.
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System Stability and Advance Knowledge. Features of the AEIS change each year as new indicators and standards are phased in, and others are
modified based on feedback from the prior year.
However, the basic structure of the system remains
stable from year to year. Notifying schools and
districts in advance of the criteria on which ratings and awards will be based is another characteristic associated with quality indicator systems
(TEA, 1996a). If the award program is to serve as
an incentive, eligibility criteria for the award must
be known in advance and must show some stability from year to year. If the total amount available for awards is determined in advance (through
the appropriations process, for example) and the
incentive program is designed to reward gain, it
may be difficult to set the standard that must be
met in advance. However, the criteria on which
eligibility will be based can be determined in advance.
The following recommendations are made in response to the question What criteria should be
used to identify award recipients?
Issue 1 Recommendations:
1.1 Link performance incentive awards
to the Academic Excellence
Indicator System (AEIS) in order
to provide schools with a consistent set of performance goals and
to assure awards are based on
school-wide achievement on
multiple indicators.
1.2

Base monetary awards on gains in
student performance to complement the AEIS ratings system,
which focuses on meeting performance standards, and recognize
efforts of campuses that achieve
high gains with diverse student
populations.

1.3

Apply a stable set of criteria for
award eligibility from year to year
and inform schools in advance of
the criteria on which awards will
be based.
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TABLE 5. COMPARISON OF RANKINGS OF TEXAS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BASED ON RELATIVE GAIN AND ABSOLUTE GAIN
1996-97 SCHOOL YEAR
Relative Gain
(Comparable
Improvement)
Campus Student
Demographics:
– socioeconomic status
– ethnicity
– mobility

High gain schools
representative of the state.

Absolute Gain
(TLI Gains)
Overrepresented:
High % economically
disadvantaged
High % minority
High % Hispanic
Underrepresented:
Low % economically
disadvantaged
Low % minority
Low % Hispanic

Campus Teacher
Demographics:
– ethnicity
– average salaries
– education and
experience

High gain schools
representative of the state.

Overrepresented:
High % minority teachers
High % Hispanic

Campus Type:
– size
– grade levels

High gain schools
representative of the state.

Overrepresented:
Elementary and high schools
Underrepresented:
Middle/junior high and K-12
Fewer than 200 students

Campus Performance:
– AEIS rating
– TAAS performance
– dropout rate
– SAT/ACT participation
and performance

Overrepresented:
Exemplary and Recognized
High TAAS performance
Low SAT/ACT performance
Underrepresented:
Low TAAS performance
High dropout rate
High SAT/ACT
performance

Overrepresented:
Recognized
High TAAS performance
Low dropout rate
Low SAT/ACT participation
Low SAT/ACT performance
Underrepresented:
High or very low dropout rate
High SAT/ACT performance

Relative Gain:
Campus must be rated Acceptable or higher under the standard accountability system
Campus must have positive TLI gains in both reading and mathematics
Campus comparable improvement ranking must be in the top quartile in either reading or mathematics and
in the top half in the other subject
Absolute Gain:
Campus must be rated Acceptable or higher under the standard accountability system
Campus must have TLI gains of 5.5 or more in both reading and mathematics
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Issue 2: Should monetary awards be directed
toward schools, classes of educators, or individual educators?
With the exception of the Texas Principal Performance Incentive (PPI) program, which was not
implemented, no state-administered incentive
award program provides grants directly to individuals based on campus-wide performance on
objective criteria. Under incentive programs in
Georgia, Kentucky, and North Carolina, schools
are selected for awards based on objective criteria; however, the awards are not distributed directly to school faculty and staff by the state
(Florida Legislature, 1998; North Carolina State
Department of Education, 1998). Instead, campus staff determine how the awards will be spent,
including the option of providing salary bonuses.
School-based performance award programs for
educators are in place in a number of school districts, including Dallas ISD and Houston ISD.
Before funding for the PPI was rescinded, a number of administrative complications were encountered with the state attempting to provide grants
directly to individuals. These included data issues,
questions of tax liaibility, and subjective evaluations of individual performance. This section covers those issues as well as positive and negative
features of school-based performance incentive
programs for educators.
Data Issues. Staff records submitted to TEA annually by school districts through the Public Education Information Management System (PEIMS)
contain snapshot information about employment
status of school staff as of a designated day in the
fall of the school year. These records cannot be
used to verify continuous employment in a specific position, campus, or district. Also, home addresses are not part of the staff data record submitted to TEA. Many organizations, including
school districts, do not allow employees to receive
payments from outside entities at the business
address, necessitating access to principals’ home
addresses. Therefore, the two pieces of information about individual principals needed to administer the PPI program — verification of employment and home address — were not available
through data collected by the agency. (In 1996
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the Teacher Retirement System (TRS) allowed access to their data base to retrieve home addresses
for principals. The project was discontinued before the success rate for matching records in the
two databases was determined.)
Tax Liability. Unlike payments to schools, payments to principals under the PPI program would
have been considered income for federal income
tax purposes, even if principals donated the award
money to their school. This would have effectively
diverted a significant portion of the total award
amount to the federal government. However, the
PPI awards would not have been included in the
salary amount used to compute retirement benefits by the TRS. Tax liability was of particular concern under this award program because many principles expressed the desire to use the award money
for campus improvement since the principal was
the only person receiving the award.
Evaluation of Individuals. Three issues arose in
relation to awarding grants to principals based on
campus performance. First, campuses on which
the campus performance criteria were met but the
principal’s position was vacant could not be recognized through a system that awards the principal. Second, anecdotal information was received
about campuses on which the campus performance criteria were met but the principal’s performance was unacceptable based on local evaluations. In extreme cases the principal had been
removed from that position at the end of the
school year; nevertheless, based on the objective
criteria used at the state level he or she would have
been eligible to receive the award. Third, in acknowledging the significant role of the principal
in campus improvement, the PPI program was
seen as discounting the important role of teachers and other campus professionals. Any program
that awards individuals or select groups based on
campus-wide performance will be subject to this
same criticism. Another criticism of selective
awards is that they may foster competition between educators. A program that distributes
awards to all professionals or all staff on the campus will avoid this problem. However, rewarding
all staff may mean rewarding individuals who did
not contribute to the overall campus performance
(Clotfelter and Ladd, 1996).
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TABLE 6. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
SCHOOL-BASED PERFORMANCE AWARD PROGRAMS
FOR TEACHERS
Advantages

Disadvantages

Salary bonuses are seen by teachers as Salary bonuses must be sufficiently
desirable rewards and research shows large to serve as a motivator.
that teacher attendance and retention
(Clotfelter & Ladd, 1996; Heneman &
are affected by monetary incentives.
(Heneman & Milanowski, 1998; Jacobson,
1995; Kelley, Milanowski & Heneman, 1998;
King & Mathers, 1997)

Schoolwide rewards encourage
cooperation and play a role in
improving skills of low-performing
teachers, in contrast to individual
merit pay, which encourages
competition.

Milanowski, 1998; Kelley, Milanowski &
Heneman, 1998)

Educators who do not contribute to
the school’s success share in the
reward.
(Clotfelter & Ladd, 1996; King & Mathers,
1997)

(Clotfelter & Ladd, 1996; King & Mathers,
1997)

School-based performance award
programs provide clear goals for
educators to focus their efforts.

Award programs can provide too
narrow of a focus on a segment of the
curriculum.

(Clotfelter & Ladd, 1996; Kelley, Milanowski

(Clotfelter & Ladd, 1996; Kelley, Milanowski &
Heneman, 1998; King & Mathers, 1997)

& Heneman, 1998)

Salary bonuses bring with them
non-monetary rewards such as
recognition.
(Heneman & Milanwoski, 1998)

Non-monetary rewards, such as
satisfaction from improved student
performance and public recognition,
are a stronger motivator for teachers
than monetary rewards.
(Boe, 1990; Heneman & Milanowski, 1998;
Johnson, 1986; Kelley, Milanowski &
Heneman, 1998; King & Mathers, 1997;
Murnane & Cohen, 1986; Odden & Kelley,
1997)

Other types of incentives associated
with education improvement goals
are too often neutral or negative.
(ECS, 1997b)
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Sanctions are a stronger motivator
than rewards.
(ECS, 1998; Kelley, Milanowski & Heneman,
1998; King & Mathers,1997)
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Incentives. A major concern underlying decisions
made at the state level related to the accountability system is how those decisions will improve the
quality of education for students by promoting
the desired behavior at the school and district levels. Table 6 presents positive and negative features of school-based performance award programs for educators derived from the literature.
School-based performance award programs for
educators provide rewards to individual educators
in the form of salary bonuses based on schoolwide performance. In addition to being effective
motivators for teachers, salary bonuses bring with
them non-monetary rewards such as recognition,
which are also strong motivators (Boe, 1990;
Heneman & Milanowski, 1998; Jacobson, 1995;
Johnson, 1986; Kelley, Milanowski & Heneman,
1998; King & Mathers, 1997; Murnane & Cohen,
1986; Odden & Kelley, 1997). School-wide performance award programs can provide clear goals
for educators to focus their efforts and encourage
cooperation (Clotfelter & Ladd, 1996; Kelley,
Milanowski & Heneman, 1998; King & Mathers,
1997). Although the sanctions associated with
accountability systems have been found to be
stronger motivators than rewards (ECS, 1998;
Elmore, Ableman & Fuhrman, 1996; Kelley,
Milanowski & Heneman, 1998; King & Mather,
1997), reward programs may provide a balance
to systems in which the incentives are too often
negative.
The following recommendations are made in response to the question Should monetary awards
be directed toward schools, classes of educators,
or individual educators?
Issue 2 Recommendations:
2.1 Provide monetary awards to
schools rather than individual
educators, even if the money will
ultimately be distributed to
individuals, to avoid an additional
data burden in administering the
program.
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2.2

Provide monetary awards to all
professional staff on award campuses rather than a single person
or class of educators to foster
collaboration at the campus level.

2.3

Base awards on performance
criteria related to the campus
rather than criteria related to
individuals.

2.4

Make determinations of eligibility
for individual monetary awards at
the district or campus level where
individual employment records are
maintained.

Issue 3: What percentage of schools or educators should receive awards and how much state
money should be appropriated to award programs?
Funding incentive programs has proven to be
complex. Even under conditions of stable funding from year to year, the number of campuses or
individuals rewarded, size of the rewards, and/or
standards for eligibility under a performance incentive program must vary. A specific amount of
money set aside for the purpose of rewarding
schools may be enough to provide significant
awards one year but not the next if the number of
schools earning the awards has increased, which
research confirms is the purpose of any incentive
program (Boe, 1990; Clardy, 1988; Cornett &
Gaines, 1992; Henry, 1996; MacPherson, Cibulka,
Monk & Wong, 1998). The option is to reduce
either the award amount going to each school or
the number of schools receiving the award.
Highly selective performance incentive award programs that reward few schools based on very high
standards may be perceived as providing recipients with a more prestigious honor. However, a
less selective program in which more schools have
an opportunity to be recognized may serve as a
greater incentive to schools at all performance levels. If the total award amount is fixed, there is a
trade-off between number of campuses or individuals that receive an award and the amount of
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TABLE 7. PERCENT OF TEXAS
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS RECEIVING
$750 PERFORMANCE AWARDS UNDER
DIFFERENT FUNDING SCENARIOS
Total Amount Awarded

% Professional Staff
Receiving Awards

$2,000,000

1%

$10,000,000

5%

$25,000,000

12%

$40,000,000

19%

$55,000,000

26%

$70,000,000

33%

* Based on 282,896 campus-based professional staff
in 1997-98 school year.

the award going to each campus or individual.
The number of campuses or individuals receiving
awards can be controlled by the selection criteria.
The challenge is to provide an award amount that
is sufficiently large to serve as an incentive to a
large enough group of campuses that all campuses
have the perception that they can compete for
the award.
Table 7 shows the percentage of professional staff
receiving $750 awards under different funding
scenarios for Texas. Performance incentive programs in other states that target educators to receive bonuses are based on school awards of
$1,000 or more per certified staff on award campuses. The Dallas ISD local performance incentive program provides awards of $1,000 per certified staff. Houston ISD administrators received a
positive response to a local performance incentive program implemented in 1997 that provided
awards of approximately $200 per certified staff
on award campuses.
Unfortunately, little information is available on the
effects of performance incentive awards on
schools. Although these programs have generated much interest, it is difficult to separate the
effects of monetary awards from other rewards and
sanctions associated with accountability systems.
Few states have conducted comprehensive evaluations of their performance incentive programs,
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and changes in funding for the programs are typically based on budgetary constraints rather than
program effectiveness (Cornett and Gaines, 1994).
Only a handful of states (Arizona, Missouri, Ohio,
and Pennsylvania) have expanded and consistently
funded some form of incentive program since the
1980s.
Funding Equity. Another consideration states must
take into account in appropriating state funds for
a performance incentive program is maintaining
the equity of the funding system as a whole. The
foundation school program (FSP) funding formulas used to distribute state funds to Texas school
districts are designed to equalize funding to districts with varying property tax bases, cost differentials, and student programs. For an incentive
grant program to upset the equity of a $20 billion
school finance system that is 97 to 98 percent
equalized, such as that in Texas, a significant
amount of money would have to be distributed
outside the equalized funding system. The proportion of funds distributed through performance
incentive programs is typically 1 percent or less of
public school funding (Florida Legislature, 1998).
For example, in 1997-98 Florida will award over
$75 million as financial incentives to schools and
districts. This represents about 0.7 percent of the
$10.5 billion in state and local funds appropriated
to Florida public schools. The $2.5 million appropriated for TSSAS awards in 1998, in contrast, represents only 0.01 percent of public school funding
for the state.
The following recommendations are made in response to the question What percentage of schools
or educators should receive awards and how much
state money should be appropriated to award programs?
Issue 3 Recommendations:
3.1 Fund a school-based performance
incentive program at a sufficient
level to reward 25 percent of
professional educators annually
with awards of $750 per person.
3.2

Conduct a biennial evaluation
of the performance incentive
program.
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Appendix A.
Proposed Changes to the Texas Education Code
The following changes to the Texas Education Code are proposed to implement the recommendations in this
report to create a campus-based performance incentive program for Texas professional educators. Proposed amendments to TEC Chapter 39, Subchapter E, Successful School Awards, the current TSSAS statute,
provide awards to professional educators at campuses showing high gains on the academic excellence
indicators used to rate campuses. It is recommended that other statutes related to performance incentives
be deleted. These changes will bring the statutes related to performance incentive awards together under
TEC Chapter 39, Public School Accountability System.

Summary of Changes
TEC Chapter 39, Subchapter E. Successful School Awards (§§39.091-39.096)
The following proposed changes are listed in the order they appear in the statute.
1. Eliminate references to financial awards to districts.
2. Eliminate the provision of financial awards to schools based on high performance.
3. Transfer responsibility for presenting awards to the commissioner of education.
4. Base campus awards on number of professional staff rather than average daily attendance.
5. Set campus award amount at $750 per professional staff full-time equivalent.
6. Eliminate the provision for limitation on campus award amount set by the commissioner.
7. Eliminate the provision for additional awards contingent upon pairing with Low-performing schools.
8. Specify that campus awards must be used to provide salary supplements to professional staff at the
award campus and must be divided evenly among all staff who were employed in professional positions for at least 90 days during the school year for which the award is received.
9. Eliminate former restrictions on expenditure of campus awards and the role of campus level
committee and district professional staff in determining use of award funds.
10. Specifically authorize the use of a small portion of the award funds for costs associated with
presenting awards and conducting a biennial evaluation.
TEC §39.111. Recognition and Awards.
Eliminate statute.
TEC §21.357.Performance Incentives.
Eliminate statute.
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Sec. 39.091. CREATION OF THE SYSTEM.
The Texas Successful Schools Awards System is created to recognize and reward those schools and school
districts that demonstrate progress toward or success in achieving the education goals of the state.

Sec. 39.092. TYPES OF AWARDS.
(a) The commissioner governor may present a financial award to the schools or districts that the commissioner determines have demonstrated the highest levels of sustained success or the greatest
improvement in achieving the education goals. For each professional staff full-time equivalent
student in average daily attendance, each of those schools or districts is entitled to $750 an amount
set for the award for which the school or district is selected by the commissioner, subject to any
limitation set by the commissioner on the total amount that may be awarded to a school or district.
(b) The commissioner governor may present proclamations or certificates to additional schools and
districts determined to have met or exceeded the education goals.
(c) The commissioner may establish additional categories of awards and award amounts for a school or
district determined to be successful under Subsection (a) or (b) that are contingent on the school’s
or district’s involvement with paired, lower-performing schools.

Sec. 39.093. AWARDS.
(a) The criteria that the commissioner shall use to select successful schools and districts must be related
to the goals in Section 4.002 and must include consideration of performance on the academic
excellence indicators adopted under Section 39.051. For purposes of selecting schools and districts
under Section 39.092(a), each school’s performance shall be compared to state standards and to its
previous performance.
(b) The commissioner shall select annually schools and districts qualified to receive successful school
awards for their performance and report the selections to the governor and the State Board of
Education.
(c) The agency shall notify each school district of the manner in which the district or a school in the
district may qualify for a successful school award.

Sec. 39.094. USE OF AWARDS.
A financial award received under this subchapter must be used to provide salary supplements to professional staff at the award school. The school award must be divided evenly among all professional staff who
were employed in a professional position for at least 90 days during the school year for which the award is
received.
(a) In determining the use of a monetary award received under this subchapter, a school or district shall
give priority to academic enhancement purposes. The award may not be used for any purpose
related to athletics, and it may not be used to substitute for or replace funds already in the regular
budget for a school or district.
(b) The campus-level committee established under Section 11.253 shall determine the use of the funds
awarded to a school under this subchapter. The professional staff of the district shall determine the
use of the funds awarded to the school district under this subchapter.
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Sec. 39.095. FUNDING.
The award system may be funded by donations, grants, or legislative appropriations. The commissioner
may solicit and receive grants and donations for the purpose of making awards under this subchapter. A
small portion of the award funds may be used by the commissioner to pay for the costs associated with
sponsoring a ceremony to recognize or present presenting awards to schools or districts under this subchapter and with conducting a biennial evaluation of the awards program. The donations, grants, or
legislative appropriations shall be accounted for and distributed by the agency. The awards are subject to
audit requirements established by the State Board of Education.
Sec. 39.096 CONFIDENTIALITY.
All information and reports received by the commissioner under this subchapter from schools or school
districts deemed confidential under Chapter 552, Government Code, are confidential and may not be
disclosed in any public or private proceeding.

Sec. 39.111. RECOGNITION AND REWARDS.
The State Board of Education shall develop a plan for recognizing and rewarding school districts and campuses that are rated as exemplary or recognized and for developing a network for sharing proven successful
practices statewide and regionally. The reward may be used to provide educators with summer stipends to
develop curricula based on the cited successful strategies. The educators may copyright the curricula they
develop.

Sec. 21.357. PERFORMANCE INCENTIVES.
(a) The commissioner shall design an objective system to evaluate principals that:
(1) is based on types of information available as of January 1, 1995, through the Public
Education Information Management System (PEIMS) and the state’s public school
accountability system;
(2) focuses on gain at a principal’s campus and includes a statistical analysis comparing current
campus performance to previous performance; and
(3) does not include subjective items.
(b) From funds appropriated for that purpose, the commissioner may award performance incentives
to principals identified through the evaluation system as high-performing. Based on available
appropriations, for each fiscal year, a performance incentive may not exceed:
(1) $5,000, for a principal ranked in the top quartile; or
(2) $2,500, for a principal ranked in the second quartile.
(c)
A performance incentive awarded to a principal under this section must be distributed to the
campus principal’s school and used in the manner determined by the campus-level committee
established under Section 11.253 in accordance with the requirements of Section 39.094(a).
(d)
The commissioner shall develop a study on establishing an incentive grant program for all classes of
educators, to be reported to the legislature no later than December 1, 1998. The study shall focus on
developing objective methods for the issuance of grants in the areas of student performance, continuing
education, and professional duties performed by teachers in addition to classroom duties.
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